T-Shaped People: Time to Get in Shape for Your Future
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The Problem
The idea I am presenting here is the T-Shaped people idea. It’s not mine, I believe Tim Brown (CEO of IDEO) coined it in the 1990s to describe the new breed of worker.
In Waterfall everyone was a specialist!!!
In some agile companies, everyone is a generalist!!!
Transition over time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Duties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyst</td>
<td>Write Executable Documents, Requirements Engineering, Write User Manuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>Write Unit Test Code (xUnit), Write Production Code, Design System Architecture, DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Engineer</td>
<td>Write Automated Tests, Functional Testing, Write Test Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Designer</td>
<td>UX Design, Java Script, HTML, CSS, LeSS, Image, Icon, Logo Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Engineer</td>
<td>DevOps, Python, Perl, Go, shell, System and OS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Broad**

**Deep**
It is perfectly acceptable to have specialists on an agile team. And I suspect a lot of productivity has been lost by teams pursuing some false holy grail of having each team member able to do everything.

If my team includes the world’s greatest database developer, I want that person doing amazing things with our database. I don’t need the world’s greatest database developer to learn JavaScript.

But how do you balance the work or make sure there is enough work for that database developer every sprint...
To better see the impact of specialists, let’s look at a few examples. In Figure 1, we see a four-person team where each person is a specialist. Persons 1 and 2 are programmers and can only program. This is indicated by the red squares and the coding prompt icon within them. Persons 3 and 4 are testers who do nothing but test. They are indicated by the green square and the microscope icon within those. You can imagine any skills you’d like, but for these examples I’ll use programmers (red) and testers (green).

NOTE: The four-person team in Figure 1 is capable of completing four red tasks in an iteration and four green tasks in an iteration. They cannot do five red tasks or five green tasks.
Specialist Make it Hard to Balance Work

But if their work is distributed across two product backlog items as shown in Figure 2, this team will be able to finish that work in an iteration.

The only allocation of work that can be done by the specialist team of Figure 1.

Backlog item A

Backlog item B

Figure 2
But, any allocation of work that is not evenly split between blue and green work will be impossible for this team to complete. This means the specialist team of Figure 1 could not complete the work in any of the allocations shown in Figure 3.

The many allocations of work that could **NOT** be done by the specialist team of Figure 1.
Next, let’s consider how the situation is changed if two of the specialist team members of Figure 1 are now each able to do both red and green work. I refer to such team members as *multi-skilled individuals*. Such team members are sometimes called *generalists*, but I find that misleading. We don’t need someone to be able to do *everything*. It is often enough to have a team member or two who has a couple of the skills a team needs rather than *all of the skills... T-SHAPED*. 

Adding two multi-skilled people to the team

Team Skills (two specialists, two multi-skilled)
Impact of Multi-Skilled Team Members

- This team can complete many more allocations of work than could the specialist team of Figure 1. Figure 5 shows all the possible allocations that become possible when two multi-skilled members are added to the team.
- By replacing just a couple of specialists with multi-skilled members, the team is able to complete any allocation of work except work that would require 0 or 1 unit of either skill. In most cases, a team can avoid planning an iteration that is so heavily skewed simply through careful selection of the product backlog items to be worked on. In this example, if the first product backlog item selected was heavily green, the team would not select a second item that was also heavily green.

Combinations of work that could be done by the specialist team of Figure 4.
From this, we can see that specialists can exist on high-performing agile teams. But, it is the multi-skilled team members who allow that to be possible. There is nothing wrong with having a very talented specialist on a team—and there are actually many good reasons to value such experts.

But a good agile team will also include multi-skilled individuals. These individuals can smooth out the workload when a team needs to do more or less of a particular type of work in an iteration. Such individuals may also benefit a team in bringing more balanced perspectives to design discussions.
How do you build a T-Shape Team Member

- Being a T-Shaped person means having skills that can be useful across other domains. Having T-Shaped roles means encouraging team members to fulfill a number of roles. Learning the skills needed, or already having the skills in place (i.e. already being a T-Shaped person) means people can either slip straight in to the role, or they may have to seek out learning's, coaching and mentoring. And that’s where good management, teams and community engagement can come in.
Lysa Adkins Coaching Framework

Strongest skill

Teaching
Mentoring
Coaching
Facilitating

Technical Mastery
Business Mastery
Transformation Mastery

Collaboration with Others

Agile Lean Practitioner
Teaching (52 week boot camp)

Potential trainings

- How to write a good user story
- How to be a Scrum Master
- How to write UI automation
- Sitting with Customer Support
- Sitting with Implementation team
- Domain knowledge
- How to write a good test cases
- Release process 101
- Pairing with a developer
- Scrum 101
- Risked Based testing
- Basic Communication skills needed for
Coaching is training or development in which a person called a coach supports a learner in achieving a specific personal or professional goal. The learner is sometimes called a coachee. Occasionally, coaching may mean an informal relationship between two people, of whom one has more experience and expertise than the other and offers advice and guidance as the latter learns; but coaching differs from mentoring in focusing on specific tasks or objectives, as opposed to general goals or overall development.
Mentorship is a personal developmental relationship in which a more experienced or more knowledgeable person helps to guide a less experienced or less knowledgeable person. The mentor may be older or younger, but have a certain area of expertise. It is a learning and development partnership between someone with vast experience and someone who wants to learn.
Dreyfus Model of Skill Acquisition

Dreyfus Model Of Skill Acquisition

**Expert**
1. Transcends reliance on rules, guidelines, and maxims
2. Intuitive grasp of situations based on deep understanding
3. Has a vision of what is possible
4. Uses an analytical approach in new situations

**Proficient**
1. Holistic view of situation
2. Prioritizes importance of aspects
3. Perceives deviations from the normal pattern
4. Employs maxims for guidance, with meanings that adapt to the situation at hand

**Competent**
1. Coping with crowdedness (multiple activities, accumulation of information)
2. Some perception of actions in relation to goals
3. Deliberate planning
4. Formulates routines

**Advanced Beginner**
1. Limited situational perception
2. All aspects of work treated separately with equal importance

**Novice**
1. Rigid adherence to taught rules or plans
2. No exercise of discretionary judgment

Coaching
Mentoring
Teaching
Guilds/Facilitating

- **Guilds** are a self-organizing group of people with common interests. It is a natural forum for social interactions that build relationships that, in turn, promote cooperation, cohesion, and productivity.

- Guilds provide a horizontal communication layer across our Product Engineering teams. Engineers, testers, and other staff use them to set their own missions, to establish technical roadmaps, to take on joint tasks for their grassroots initiatives, and to promote education through experiential learning.
Characteristics of a T-shape Team Member

- They should have good communication skills.
- They should enjoy team work.
- They should be passionate and committed.
- They should develop empathy with other cultures.
- They should be creative.
- They should be action and quality oriented.
Culture and implications

➡ Development Builds, Testers test, and Product designs

- WRONG
- Partner in the building process
- Not the inspector of the process.
Example of me (T-Shaped Manager) ... now you
What about Shape

The trends clearly favor those with “breadth” and “depth”, as well as the tangible (execution) and intangible (exploration), implying having both a big-picture outlook and an attention to detail from being a practitioner. “E-Shaped People” have a combination of “4-E’s”: experience and expertise, exploration and execution. The last two traits – exploration and execution – are really necessary in the current and future economy.

https://www.leadingagile.com/2017/02/e-shaped-staff/
Wrap Up
Wrapping it Up